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K, K (fig. 344), to receive square nuts, in which work set pins, by mea.ns 
of which the position of the chocks can be adjusted horizontally, ~o as to 
bring the finishing groove in ea.ch roll in exact correspondence w1th t~at 
in its neighbour. These pins are shown clearly in the plan and elevat10n 
in ficr. 352. In the case of the larger mill (fig. 353), the chocks themselves 
are ;ot adjustable, but bear against the shoulders formed in the housing, 
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Fig. 353,-Housing for 28-inch Three-high MilL 

while the brasses are adjusted in the chocks in the same way that the bottom 
brass is adjusted in fig. 352. All the set pins are, it will be noticed, accessible 
from the outer side of the housings, and all are provided with lock nuts to 
prevent them slackening back under the vibration incidental to all runnin~ 
machinery. . 

The arrangements for carrying the rolla in three-high milla, where there 
are three roHs per pair of housings instead of two only, differ considerably. 

THE CHOCKS. !'í85 

The bottom roll usually rests on brasses let into the sole of the housing, as 
in two-high milis, and for small milis the simple plan is adoptad of laying 
the chock carrying the middle roll direct on to the neck of the bottom roll, 
and that carrying the top roll direct on to the neck of the middle roll, the 
chocks being provided for this rea.son with brasses on their unde.r as well as 
their upper sides. When so arranged, wear is allowed for by packings of thin 
sheet metal between the chocks and the brasses they carry, and when the 
rolls, which become smaller ea.ch time they are re-turned; finally become too 
small to meet each other, a thinner set of chocks is substituted, three or four 
sets of varying depth being kept in stock for the purpose. The changing of 
the chocks may be avoided by splitting the bottom and middle chocks in 
halves, and inserting between the halves a wedge set up by a screw, as in 
fig. 348. 

Any arrangement of this nature which piles chock on neck, and neck on 
chock, throws the weight of all the rolls and chocks on the lowest brass, and 
when a piece is between any pair of rolla four brasses in each housing are 
subjected to the additional wear produced by the pressure, instead of only 
the two which are absolutely necessary to maintain the rolls in position, thus 
increasing the power required to drive the mill, and adding to the friction 
and wear and tear. T~s can be avoided by placing packings or adju~table 
wedges between each pair of chocks, and between the bottom chock and the 
sole of the housing. 
_ In :fig. 352 the bottom chock is hung on two hooked bolts, A, A, from the 
arch of the housing, an arrangement which is convenient for a.djusting the 
distance between the bottom and middle roll, and has the further recom
mendation of taking the downward thrust exerted on the middle roll, when 
the piece being rolled is entered above it, thus relieving the neck of the 
bottom roll from this pressure. The upward thrust on the middle roll, 
however, is still transmitted through the brasses and neck of the top roll to 
the pin in the arch of the housing. In this mili the bottom roll is a1ways 
6xed at one height, and the middle and top rolls are adjusted to it, by lowering 
them as they wear or become smaller ea.ch time they are freshly turned. 
In fig. 353 the middle chock lies on ledges cast in the housing to receive 
it, so that the middle roll is always at one height, and the bottom roll is 
raised as necessary by the wedge placed below its bottom brass, capable 
of adjustment by mea.ns of the screws and nuts provided for that purpose 
on the outside of the housing. 

· Retaining the middle roll at one invariable height and moving the other 
two to suit it is generally preferable to making the bottom roll the fixed one. 
The pinions which drive the rolls reta.in the same día.meter until worn out, 
while the ·rolls are being continually reduced in diameter as they wear, and 
consequently the spindles which connect the rolls to the pinions are thrown 
less out of line, if the middle one retains its horizontal position, leaving the 
bottom one to slope up and the top one down, than is possible if the bottom 
spindle remains horizontal, and the top one has to slope downwards through 
twice the distance of the middle one. The more the spindles are out of line 
the faster they wear out, and the more power is required to drive the mili, 
both disadvantages becoming greater as the size of the mili increases. 

A method of carrying ea.ch roll independently, and one much used on the 
Continent, is that introduced by Herr Erdman (:fig. 354), in which the chocks 
for the top roll are slung from bolts in the top of the housing, w hile those 
for the centre rollare carried by four curved levers, a a, above, and b b, below, 
lving in dlots cast through the sides of the housings for this purpose. The 
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height of the roll is adjustable by means of the scre'Ys, e e, a~d d d, whicb 
are easily accessible from the front and bac~ of the mill resp~tively. When 
the rolls become smaller by weat, the posit10n. of the levers 1s changed, a a 
being placed below and b b above the chocks. . 

In this housing, the rabbeted recess into which the c~ocks fit 1s madc 
on the outside of the housing, and the chocks are kept m place by bolts 
passing through them horizontally, s9 that they can be drawn away 01;1twards, 
whereas in most housings they are first lifted and then drawn away mwa~ds. 
I fi 506 and 507 the chocks are similarly removable from the ~uter s1de, 
a! a~~ngement which saves lifting them, and is specia~ly co~':eruent w~en 
rolls are short. In sorne cases the ch~cks are retamed m P?s1t10n by strips 
bolted on to the outside of the housmg (see fig. 495). F1g. 355 sho~~ .ª 
Contin~ntal design in which the m.iddle roll is fixed, and the bottom ro J.S 

lifted by screws. In each of these (figs. 354 a~d 355), the pressure o~ the 
middle roll does not pass through the necks and btasses of the other rolL. 

Fig. 354.-Erdman's Three
high Housing-Bottom 
Roll fixed. 

Fig. 355.-Threc-High Housing 
-MidJle Rol! fixed. 

A B 

Fig. 356.-Sections of 
Threads of Hous· 
ing Screws. 

In ali cases the top chock is held d?wn by a ~trong screw ~bout ½ to ¼ 
of the nominal diameter of the roll, w~1ch. works m a. wrought-iron or cast
steel nut, let into the arch of the housmg. In old m~ls the nut. was hex~-
onal and tapered to fit a hole of similar shape ca~t m the housmg, but m 

!ew milis the holes are bored, and the nuts turned w1th one or mor~,sh?ulders 
to take the pressure. The screws and nuts, called by the workm~n pms and 
boxes" are cut with a common square thread, B (fig. 356), except for large 
mills ~here the stronger buttress form of thread, A, is now general~y ~mployed. 

The pins must be made a very free fit in the boxes, or they will Jªm w~en 
the ressure comes on them. They are provided at their upper end~ w1th 
spa!ers which have one handle only in the . case of small mills, but, m the 
case of large m.ills, six or eight, disposed like the spokes of a wheel. To 
insure that both screws shall be set down by e9ual. amount:5, bevel ~h~els 
are sometimes fixed on the upper ends of the pms, mto whi~h gear similar 
wheels keyed on to a shaft running across the top of the housmgs. 

ADJUSTING WEDGES. 58'1 

Serewing Gears.-The adjustment of the pins, in the case of a large 
mili, requires the efforts of so many men, and is even then so slow an opera
tion, that where the top roll requires adjustment during the rolling of the 
piece, power Ms to be supplied to work the screws. When first used about 
1860, the power was taken from the main crank shaft of the sngine up to a 
small shaft running across tbe top of the housing, the direction of rotation 
of this shaft, or a continuation of it, being capable of reversa! at will by 
means of open and crossed belts, friction eones and bevel wheels, or similar 
devices, On the shaft were two worms, driving worm-wheels, which in turn 
were geared to the screws, and so actuated them; or the worm wheels may 
be keyed direct on to the nuts which turn in the housings, while the screws 
are preveuted from turning, and so travel up and down through the nuts 
(see fig. 489). 'rhese devices serve well enough when the mili is not a revers
ible one, and the engine consequently runs continuously in one direction, 
but are not suitable for a reversing m.ill, for use with which a great diversity 
of arrangements have been contrived, such, for instance, as gearing the 
two screws together in various ways, and on part of the gearing which con
nects them together, fixing a barrel having a chain wound round it, either 

Fig. 357.-Hydraulic Screwing Genr. 

end of which may be hauled overas required, by means of stream or hydraulic 
cylinders. Ahuost the only two methods now used, are either to key a 
pinion on each screw, with a width of face equal to the rise of the top roll, 
+ the width of a rack which gears into both pinions, this rack being moved 
to and fro by a direct-acting hydraulic cylinder, situated horizontally either 
on the top of the housings themselves, as in fig. 465, or of the housings of 
the driving pinions adjacent to it (see fig. 357) ; or the revolving shaft pre
viously described, with its worms and worm wheels, is driven direct by a 
small pair of reversing engines coupled to one end of it (see figs. 417, 490), 
or frequently of late by an electro-motor (see figs. 489, 494). 

Adjusting Wedges.-The pins shorten materially under the upward 
thrust which comes upon them where the piec~ is being rolled. If anyone 
will calculate the possible additional opening between rolls dueto the stretch
ing of the housings and the shortening of the pins, if both are stressed to near 
the elastic limit, he will be surprised at its extent, and how lárge a proportion 
is due to the " upsetting " of the pins. That these are often strained beyoud 
the elastic limit of the material of which they are composed is evident 
from the fact that unless originally made a very free fit in tbe boxes, 
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they will set up sufficiently to jam themselves, and become immovable in 

the boxes. 
The yielding due to shortening of the pina can be avoid~d by replacing 

them with wedges, as shown in fig. 358, which representa a French sheet 
mili housil}g. 

Some discretion is necessary 
when employing this method of 
adjustment not to reduce the 
yielding beyond safe limita, or the 
necks of the rolls will be sheared 
oft. 

Pinions.-Each roll is coupled 
by means of a short spindle of the 
same section as the wobbler on 
the roll, having at each end, as 
previously described, a loose 
coupling connecting it with one 
of a set of " neck-pinions," which 
are practically short rolls whose 
surfaces are covered with teeth, 
so that the pinions gear into each 
other and turn together. 'Ihe 

Fig, 358,-Roll Housing, with wedge instead pinions are carried much in the 
oE pins a.nd boxes. same way as the rolls, in a pair 

of "pinion housings," which, as 

there is very little upward pressure, are made with open tops. Fig. 359 
shows the pinion housing used with Messrs. Perry's 12-inch mili. The necks 
of the pinions run in solid chocks lined with white metal. These bearings 

Fig. 359.-Pinion Housing for 12-inch Three-high Mili. 

are not adjustable, as there is little pressure on them, and they are merely 
required to steady the pinions ; when worn the white metal is melted out 
and the chock re-lined. The simplicity of the plan and the absence of any 
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ne~d ior adjustment has led to ita adoption for small mills-of 12-inch or less in 
thlB ~ountry-but in ~e~ica this method is employed for milis of large size. 

. F1g. 360 shows the p1mon housing employed with Messrs. Roberts' 28-inch 
mill. The n8<:ks run in brasses carried in chocks which are adjustable by 
mea~ of camer bars and wedges, in the same way as the chocks used for 
carrymg ~h~ rolla, and there are side brasses to prevent shaking. 

The PU?ºns are usually ~ased in to protect them from dust, and to catch 
grease which would other_w1se ?e ~hrown about the mill. Fig. 496 shows 
the top and bottom of th1s casmg m place and the side removed. to enable 
the teeth to be ~xamined. Sometimes the two housings are cast in one so 
a~ to for1;0- an oil-bath, but often the teeth are merely dressed occasionally 
w1th a mixture of black lead ~nd tallow, ~r some other thick grease, so as 
to preven~ ~he teeth from cuttmg and wearmg out rapidly. 

The pm1ons are now usually steel castings, which seldom wear less than 
t~ee, and often as much as ten, times as long as iron ones, and are far lesa 
liable to be broken by any accidental sbocks at the rolls. 

Fig. 360.-Pinion Housing for 28-inch Three-high Mili. 

The pinions originally had straight teeth running right across the full 
width of the fa~e, but as the teeth must be few to obtain suffi.cient strength 
{from 9 to 18 m number, and most frequently 13), they do not work with 
the smoothness of wheels possessing many teetb. To obtain greater smooth
ness of running the face was split up into two portions, the teeth on the 
<me half being in illl:e with the spaces on the other, thus obtaining the equi
valent of a wheel w1th double the number of teeth. Fig. 494 shows pinions 
whose teeth are split up into three separate sections across their faces. These 
atepped teeth have now been displaced by helical teetb, which were intro
duced about fifteen years ago, and are now practically universal. Messrs. 
F. H. ~l?yd & Co. (Limited), of Wednesbury, find that 99 per cent. of the 
steel pID1ons they make are now demanded of this shape. Fig. 361 shows 
a pinion of this kind. The rolling motion is continuous, and no shock occurs 
as the teeth in turn come into action, as was the case with the older forro. 
Indeed, strip or cold-rolled sheeta will often show marks answering to eacb 
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tooth, where the rolls are driven by straight teeth pinions, such marks being 
absent when helical pinions are employed. 

Sorne years ago Krupp, of Essen, cut helical pinions out of steel forgings, 
but such things were too costly for general use. Those for the mill (fig. 495} 
are not only machine cut, but also oil-tempered. Now that automatic 
machinery has been devised for cutting helical teeth in steel forgings, the cost 
has been so much reduced that the use of forged steel belical pinions for high
speed milis is certain to extend, as the saving in power and smoothness of 
running where they are employed are very marked, and when run in an oi! 
bath they are remarkably durable. 

The object of these pinions is to ensure tbat the two rolla shall revolve 
·together regularly. They are placed between the engine and the rolls, the 
engine in the case of a two-high mili being coupled to the lower, and in a 
three-high to the middle pinion, by means of a spindle generally similar to 
tbose connecting the rolls and pinions together, this spindle being known 
as " the leading spindle." Its section was reduced somewhat in the centre 
to form a "breaking spindle," so that if a dangerous strain were put on any 
part of the mill this spindle would break in preference to the rolls or other 
more costly portions of tbe machinery, spare spindles being kept in stock 

Fiz. 361.--Helical Neck Pinion, 

which can be rapidly substituted for the one broken. The spindles and 
coupling boxes throughout are, in modern milis, usually steel castings, except 
one of the couplings, which is still made of common cast iron to serve as 
a safety valve. In mills where the top roll is not movable, an even simpler 
and cheaper plan is frequently eruployed, a "breaker" being placed on 
the top chock, on which the screw of the housing bears (see figs. 348, 352, 
·353, 354:, 355, 479, &c.). If a careless workman puts too large or too cold 
a piece in the rolls, this·small casting gives way and allows the roll to lift, 
when the piece passes through without damage. For small mills the breaker 
can be replaced by hand in a few seconds, and the work proceeds with scarcely 
a moment's interruption. Unless the Ieading spindle is very short, it should 
have either one or two bearings in its length to carry its weight; if un
supported, it will cause considerable additional wear on the boxes and 
wobblers. 

.A. spindle must always be a little longer than the two coupling boxes 
which connect it to the wobblers at each end, so that it may be lifted into 
position with the two boxes on it. These are then slid on to the wobblers 
to right and left, and to prevent theit working back there are laid between 
the boxes, and outside the spindle, strips of timber, which are held together 
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by hoop iron and nails, by leather belts buckled on, or even by wrapping 
with rope. The timber is quickly removed if the spindle or couplings break, 
or when a roll has to be changed, and, primitive though the arrangements 
roay appear, they are quite satisfactory in practice. In fig. 496 the timber 
is sbown in position. , 

When the upper roll needs considerable adjustment during the process 
-0f rolling, the ·upper snindle, coupling the roll to the pinion, is necessarily 

Fig. 362.-Lea.ding Spindle for Plate Mili. 

much out of line, and to reduce the stresses thus set up, the distance between 
the pinion and roll housings, in·such cases, must be considerable, so that the 
spindle may never be more than about 15° out of line. The ends of the. 
Epindle are formed into a species of spherical wobbler, to allow of their want 
of alignment. The weight of the spindle and the shape of the ends neces
sitate sorne forro of bearing, which must follow the spindle up and down as 

Guide, 

Guard. 

Fig. 363.-Guide an_d Guard for Small Milis. 

the rolls open and closé, and the difficulty is got over by placing a wrought
iron bar or bars beneath or on each side of the spindle, carrying one or more 
bearings, one end of the bar being suspended by a link from the chock 
carrying the roll, and the other end hung from the pinion housings (see 
fig. 362, also 493 and 494), or the spindle can be supported by weighted 
levers, or by hydraulic cylinders, in the same way as rolls are balance~. 
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Guards.-If the piece in passing between the rolla is wedged suffidently 
fast into the grooves of one of them, instead of the bar passing straight away 
from the mill, in continuation of the direction in which it entered, it will be 
carried round by the roll and wrapped round it. As will be explained Jater, 
to prevent this occurring, the two rolls ai;e so formed, in relation to each. 
other, that if there is any tendency to adhere it shall be to the lower and 
not to the upper roll of the pair, and to clear the bar out of the lower roll, a 

A A 
Fig. 3ti4.-Guides and Guard for Larger Milis. 

wrought-iron guard is provided on the side of the rolls furthest from the 
roller, the one end resting on the lower roll and pointing towards the work
man, and the other end provided with a notch resting on a square bar, which. 
is secured in recesses made for the purpose on the inner face of each housing. 
This guard peels the bar out of the groove in the lower roll, and allows it 
to glide away along the fioor as it leaves the mili. The guard is marked 
M, and the bar on which it rests N, in figs. 363 and 34-3. In place of the 

Fig. 365.-0tber Methods of 
Seouring Guides. 

1 

1 

Fig. 366. -Guide for E<lging 
Slabs. 

V 
square bar a flat plate is sometimes employed, as in fig. 364, having an 
approximately horizontal surface, With recesses cast in it to receive the 
heels of the guarda, which are secured by bolts with heads countersunk 
into their upper surface. In a reversing mtll, guarda must be provided on 
each side of the mili. 

GUIDES. !í93 

Guldes.-In milla fitted with _grooved rolla, if the piece to b~ rolled 
were inadvertently presented op~os1te the colla~s, A, A (fig. 364), mstead 
of opposite the grooves, B, B, ~. 1t wo~ld be s~oiled, and the r,~lls probablr, 
broken, and to assist the roller m ente,rm~ the p1ece c~rrectly_ a. fore plate, 
O (fig. 343), is provided on the roller s s1de of the mill ; this lB a fiat plate 
of cast iron or steel, shaped to fit up closely to the roll, and bolted securely 
to bars held in the housings, much in the same way as the guards are sec~ed. 
The edge of the plate is shaped to suit the contour of the roll, and pro1ects 
into the grooves, so that the piece to be rolled can slide along the fore plate 
tangentially to the roll, ~ntil it. is j~st on th~ bottom of the groove. The 
fore plate is usually prov1ded w1th ribs o_ppos1te the colll~rs of the roll (see 
fig. 343), on each side of the pass, for~g tr?ughs Jeading to the yasses, 
thus enabling the roller to see that the p1ece 1s P:es~nted square with the 
axis o{ the rolls, and central in the pass. If the mill lB a small _ one the fore 
plate' is usually raised somewhat_ abo~e the surface ?f the mili fl.oor, but 
in largar milla it is merely a contmuat10~ of the ~ast-iron fl.oor plates1 both. 
being on the same Jevel to facilitate draggmg the p1ece along the fl.oor w1thout 
having to lift it. . . 

In milis rolling heavy pieces, the power reqmred to push the p1~ce along 
the fore plate into the rolls is too great, ª'!ld, instead ?f the plate, rollers,. on 
which the piece can run, are placed level w1th the floor m front of t~e h?usmg. 
For cogging milis which deal with the raw ingots, the form of wh1ch lB con• 
atant two or more of the rollers in the floor nearest the mili can be grooved 
to co~respond with the main rolla and lead the ingot in fair : but for milis 
which have to deal with varying sections, the cost of numerous roller~ to 
match each pair of rolla in the housings would be too great, and the time 
Jost while changing them too serious, and, therefore, the r?llers ar~ made as 
plain cylinders of uniform diameter. . .'l'.º prevent the p1eces bemg_ rolled 
getting in between the collars, fl.at div1:11on plates are placed oppos1te t~e 
collars forming a set of pigeon-holes leadmg to the grooves, one hole oppos1te 
each pass (see fig. 363). These guides are either bolted on to a single ~ar 
(see figs. 363, 364, an~ 365) or are faste~e~ top and bottom to bars runnmg 
from housing to housmg (sea fig._ 366) similar to t_hose used to su~port the 
guards; ora single larg~ bar ha!mg a trough runnmg t~e length of 1ts upper 
eide may be employed, mto wh1ch feet cast on the gu1des may be wedged, 
as in fig. 365. . 

The arrangement of these parts differs very_ greatly, according to the 
nature of the work being produced and the practica of the rollers, every one 
of whom considera the plan ·he fo!lows superior to every other, so that no 
two works have these contrivances precisely alike. 

The guides and guards are shown in posi~ion in fig., 507._ 
Guide Mills.-Small sections cool so rap1dly that to finlBh them hot they 

must make as few passes as possible, and the º~Y: way of getting few J:>Bsses 
is to effect a heavy reduction in each pass. As 1t 1s no_t generally practi.cable 
to reduce the sections more than 15 to 25 per cent. m one ~ass unless_ t~e 
piece is brought to a section having a sharpish edge and w1der _than 1t 18 

thick such as a diamond or oval, these forros must be employed if a reduc
tion ~f 30 to 50 per cent. is to be effected, and the piece must ~e turn~ on 
edge when presented to the following pass. If not entered quite vertwally 
the bar, instead of being fl.attened _right down _by the pressure of the rolla, 
is liable to be tilted over to one s1de and spoiled, or the rolla are broken. 
Heavy sections are ~ore easily held tr~e by. the men's tonga, but small 
aections running at h1gh speeds are eas1ly tw1sted between the tonga and 
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the rolla, and to prevent this guides are provided as close up to the rolls as 
possible. These guides fit the bar closely, and prevent it turning over on 
ita side. They consist of two small castings, which lie side by side and form 
an oval pipe, with a bell-mouthed opening for convenience of entering the 
bar ; they are held in a socket carried on a bar crossing from one housing 
to the other, and the two halves forming the tube are adjustable towards 
each other to allow for wear (see fig. 367). As has been explained before, 
sorne form of guide is usually necessary to protect the mili against the care
lessness of the workmen, or to enable the men to work with greater speed, 
because less care is needed in entering the piece when guides are used, but 
the term "guide-mill" is reserved for milis in which the bar could not be 
properly entered ,Yith the workmen's tongs, and must have a guide to hold 
the bar on edge wh•m it is being entered (see fig. 507). 

-::::~ 
------

1 
Fig. 367.-Guide for Guide Milis intended to produce Light Sections. 

Milis of this description are made up to 16 inches, but are almost always 
under 12 inches, 9- and 10-inch mi!Js being the most usual sizes, and are 
used for the production of small rounds, squa_res, and similar sections. When 
bars are rolled by guide, they only go once through the last pass, and not 
two or three times as is usual with large rounds and squares, and consequently 
any tri.fling inaccuracy in the final pass cannot be corrected. It is, therefore, 
seldom that bars over 1 to I¼ inches diameter are rolled by guide, I½ inches 
being the maximum size so treated. One works rolls bars up to I¾ inches 
diameter in this way, which enables them to get a .larger output, because 
the bars need pass once only thro~1gh _the last groove m ~he rolls. They al_so 
maintain that the heavy reduct10n m the final pass mcreases the tens1le 
strength of the bars, which, however, can hardly be as truly round as they 
would be if rolled in the usual way. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE FIVE LEADING TYPES OF MILL. 

THERE are five distinct methods of conducting rolling operations, viz., by 
means of :-

1. The old two-high " Pull-over" mili, in which the bar is rolled as it 
goes forward, and is p~ssed back over the top of the rolls to be rolled in the 
next pass, no work being done on the bar during ita return journey. 

2. The "Three-high" mili, in which in¡¡tead of only two rolla there are 
three, mounted one over the other. The bar is rolled as it goes forward 
between the middle and bottom roll, and rolled as it returns between the 
middle and upper roll. 

3. The two-high "Reversing mill " in which the bar is rolled on the 
forwárd journey exactly as in the pull-over, but in which, when the bar 
has passed through, the direction of rotation of the rolls is reversed, and 
the bar is run back in the opposite direction through the next pass, and so 
brought back to the side from which it started, work ~eing done on the 
bar during both journeys. 

4. The " Continuous " mili, where severa! pairs of rolls are placed one 
before the other in a straight line, and the bar to 'be rolled travels forward 
continuously through them in a straight line, until it emerges finished from 
the last pair. 

5. The " Looping" mili, which is a three-high mili with severa! stands 
of rolls coupled up together in a straight line end to end, instead of one in 
front of the other as in the continuous mili; the mill is, nevertheless, used so 
as to give a continuous action by working it in the following manner :
The catcher, who stands at the back of the mill, does not wait, as at the 
ordinary three-high mili, until t~e whole length of the bar has passed through 
the mill but as soon as he sees the end of the bar appear through the first 
pass between the bottom and middle roll, he seizes it with his tongs, bends 
it round to point in the opposite direction, and returns it through the next 
pass between the mid~e a~~ top roll; immediately th~ ~nd appears on the 
other side the roller se1zes 1t m the same way and puta 1t mto the next lower 
pass, and so on, until the bar may.be in six or.eight passes at the same ti~e.
forming a series of lo~ps on each_s1de ?f the i:mll alterna~ely, the ~ar run1;ung 
on continuously, not m one stra1ght !me as m the. contmuous mili, but m a 
series of S curves (see fig. 501). Of course this mill, often called the Belgian 
wire mill, can only be used for rolling sections which are light enough to be 
readily turned into loops, and is c~iefly emp)oyed for the pr~uct~on of ~vire 
intended to be used for telegraphw or fencmg purposes, whwh 1B reqmred 
in long lengths, and being very thin cools too fast to admit of its being rolled 
by ordinary methods. 

Ali rolling milis work on one or other of these five systems, though there 
are various modifications used for special purposes, and a description of t~ose 
most used will be found in-Chapter xxvii. dealing with this branch of thesubJect. 


